WINTER 2019

CONSTRUCTION WORKER
TRIO FINED AFTER DIRECTOR
BLOWN OFF ROOF
From Safety & Health Practitioner Sept 2019
The incident highlights the significant risks posed by the
weather and how important it is to manage this aspect on
all areas of working at height, not just on Towers and similar
structures.
It should also be noted that the risks were noted previously,
and warnings issued but the determination of individuals
to complete the roof works ignored them and the tragic
sequence of events followed.
The injured person suffered severe injuries to himself
personally and 3 businesses suffered severe damage to
their operations.

THOUGHTS FROM THE CHAIR…
This will probably be my last newsletter as Chair of the
MATS Group, before I hand over to Stewart Mardle of
BT who will take on the role from 2020 onwards. It has
been an absolute privilege to chair the group for the last
2 years and I am proud of what has been achieved. We
have taken ownership of the climbing and rescue training
standards for the industry and have reviewed the syllabus to
ensure all critical elements are included and we are setting
our climbers up to succeed by offering quality training.
Currently, training providers are working with the Energy
& Utilities Independent Assessment Service (EUSR) to get
their courses and facilities approved to the new standards
following which they can offer the MATS Group course.

Continuity is really important to our group to ensure that it
is being steered in the right way so I am really pleased to
announce that Andy Alexander of Cornerstone will become
Vice Chair of the MATS Group supporting Stewart Mardle
from 2020. I am confident the group is in good hands and
will increasingly become the voice of work at height and RF
safety in the industry into the future.

We have improved the groups engagement across industry
considerably. The MATS conference is now an industry
staple and has improved and expanded year on year. I had
a personal objective to increase our social media presence
in order to reach a greater audience with our content and
guidance documents, and to this end we have exceeded
my expectations and achieved in excess of 2000 followers
on LinkedIn. Whilst these are a few of the highlights, there
are a multitude of other things that we have achieved in the
last 2 years and I want to thank the group members and
everybody else in the industry for helping us do that.

Stay Safe, Alan Trueman

On the subject of the climbing and rescue training- training
providers are reminded that they only have until the end
of the year to get ‘approved’ beyond which they will not
be able to offer training which will be accepted by MATS
Group members. Please do not leave your submission too
late as there is a risk of a bottleneck towards the end of the
year which EUSR may not be able to accommodate (and
subsequent delay to your assessment).

Finally, special thanks to Sally Ford and Arqiva for allowing
me the time to undertake MATS Group duties, Stewart
Mardle and Tony Taylor for their support and council, and
last but not least Steve Allbones for organising me and
administering the group in such a positive manner.

Left, Alan Trueman and right, Stewart Mardle
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Safe Winter Driving

Dig out
the winter
climbing
equipment.
Is it ever not
winter?

This information offers you advice to help you stay safe on the
roads and information to guide you if you do get into trouble.
Plan your journey during wintry weather conditions.
If your journey isn’t absolutely essential, don’t take the risk. Check the local
and national weather forecasts and listen to local and national radio for travel
information.
Tell someone at your destination what time you expect to arrive.
Make sure you are equipped with warm clothes, food, boots and a torch; in
snowy conditions, take a spade.
Clear and de-mist your windows and mirrors before you set out and carry a
windscreen scraper and de-icer.
Keep your vehicle in good condition.
In winter, it is even more important to check that your vehicle is well
maintained and serviced.

Online information
Winter driving
www.highways.gov.uk
www.theaa.com
Weather reports
www.metoffice.gov.uk

Believe it or not, summer did
arrive and is now over! Autumn is
upon us and soon we will move
into the winter months. Autumn
and winter require the trusted
faithful waterproofs and wind chill
protectors to be available and
in good condition. Add a note
to memory to dig them out and
ensure they are still fit for purpose.
If they are not, there is still time to
replace them before the real cold
weather moves in.

MSA keeps you safe and secure in
installation, operation, or maintenance.
Find out more at
MSAsafety.com
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MATS CONFERENCE 2020
The MATS Group are pleased to announce that tickets
are now on sale for our next annual conference which will
take place at the Ricoh Arena, Coventry on Wednesday
22nd April 2020.
Thanks to our headline sponsor Virtua who have agreed to
support the event once again.
We have had an excellent response from over 28 exhibitors
and confirm Nationwide Platforms, Petzl, Arco, Commhoist,
Never Let Go, 3M Safety and Locken UK Ltd. will all be
attending along with a host of others including:
XI Training, Safety at Height, Abaris, Ridgegear, Harken,
P2ML, Tracked Access, Heightec, Link Microtek, Maser
Comms, Spanset, Data Structures, FLI Structurers,
Straightpoint, and Swann Engineering, DPMS, EUSR and
University of Birmingham.
The conference committee is putting together another
interesting and varied range of speakers for the event but is
also keen to see if any stakeholders or interested parties have
any particular issues or subjects you would like to be covered
at the conference?
If you have any particular relevant topic suggestions please
email your suggestions to conference@matsgroup.info
At the conference delegates will have the opportunity to
speak to representatives from over 25 exhibitors including:

VIRTUA

Virtua are a leading provider of bespoke communications
infrastructure services to the telecoms, broadcast, data and
wireless industries. No matter your project we can help, from
the initial survey, to design, installation and through to test and
optimisation. Our experts have extensive experience in their
respected fields and as a company we have been involved in
landmark infrastructure projects – from new hospitals, to
armed forces locations, stadiums, multi-storey offices and
broadcast towers and masts.
We provide our customers with a complete turnkey solution,
ensuring safety is always at the heart of all we do. Whatever
your communications engineering problem, we can help you.
virtua.uk.com

COMMHOIST

SPONSORED BY

NETWORKS
FTTX
CELLULAR
BROADCAST

THE COMMUNICATIONS INFRASTRUCTURE EXPERTS

INBUILD

WWW.VIRTUA .UK.COM

PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES

PETZL

Petzl’s mission is to create innovative tools and services that
allow men and women to progress, position and protect
themselves in vertical environments, as well as to light their way
in the dark.
We continually look for the best solutions in performance,
ergonomics, comfort and reliability while maintaining a constant
contact with professionals, this allows us to create solutions to
meet your needs. The demands and the commitment of both
professional and sport users are what guide our approach to
supporting you in your pursuit of the inaccessible. We have
stood by your side for over 40 years.
petzl.com

MSA SAFETY

Taking full ownership of health and safety, providing a telecom
trained operative on every site and offering a unique fully
comprehensive insurance allows Commhoist to deliver an
end-to end managed service that gives clients cost clarity,
peace of mind and logistics delivered right first time.

Established in 1914, MSA Safety Incorporated is the global
leader in the development, manufacture and supply of safety
products that protect people and facility infrastructures.
Many MSA products integrate a combination of electronics,
mechanical systems and advanced materials to protect
users against hazardous or life-threatening situations. The
company’s comprehensive product line is used by workers
around the world in a broad range of markets, including
telecommunications, the oil, gas & petroleum industry, the fire
service, the construction industry, mining and the military.

Utilising our own fleet of specialist vehicles, plant and
equipment we remove the need for any third party to be
involved and embrace a philosophy that eliminates as many
middle layers or stages of the delivery process as possible.

MSA’s core products include self-contained breathing
apparatus, fixed gas and flame detection systems, portable gas
detection instruments, industrial head protection products, fire
and rescue helmets, and fall protection solutions.

commhoist.co.uk

msasafety.com

Commhoist is a mobile telecoms network logistics contractor
providing an end-to end managed service for new builds,
upgrades, decommissioning and maintenance works.
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Basic Climber and Tower
Rescue Scheme

The MATS Basic Climber and Tower Rescue Scheme is progressing
nicely. To date, twelve applications have been received and three full
approvals granted. It is anticipated that the majority of the applicants
will secure full approval.
All training providers are encouraged to submit their applications to
EUSR as soon as possible to ensure that approvals can be in place
before the start date of 1st January 2020.
Should you require information please email info@matsgroup.info

Mental Health

The Lighthouse Construction Industry has launched their Construction
Industry Helpline App which is available for Apple and Android users
to help to reduce the stigma and address mental health issues. We
consider this a positive initiative as mental health affects many people
and may help for employees to talk more about how they are feeling.

MATS GROUP
MEMBERS
MATS members include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Air-wave Motorola Solutions
Arqiva
Babcock
BT
Cellnex Telecom (Shere)
CTIL
KCOM Group
MoD
NATS
National Crime Agency
Network Rail Telecom
O2 Telefonica
Shared Access
SPYDER
Wireless Infrastructure Group (WIG)
Vodafone

NEW MATS
VICE CHAIRMAN
We are delighted that Andrew
Alexander from Cornerstone has
agreed to take over the role of vicechair of MATS Group from 2020.
Andrew has spent the last 10 years
of his career in telecoms delivering
compliance and assurance across
health, safety and risk.

Andrew has delivered health and
safety across all levels from Principal
Contractor, Operator and Tower
Company. Andrew is currently the
head of Assurance, Safety & Risk for
Cornerstone leading the end to end
assurance of operations/deployment
services and the multiple international
management standards (ISO’s) the
company is accredited to.

Follow us on
The MATS Group may be
contacted by email at:
enquiries@matsgroup.info

www.linkedin.com/company/
mats-group
Now over 2100 followers
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